
Petro Rastoke Tourist agency, Rastoke 22, HR-47240 Slunj OIB:67917838904 
ID: HR-AB-47-04030900324, e-mail: info@petro-rastoke.hr, 

tel: 047-777-159 GSM:095-735-7258

 OFFER FOR SLUNJ AND SURROUNDING
 Price for Slunj and surrounding, for areas over 20km price on request. VAT

(25%) is not included in price. 

Adventure may hurt but monotony will kill you!!!

mailto:info@petro-rastoke.hr


OFF ROAD QUAD 

While  driving   ATV  quad  mountain  trails  through  a
unique  environment  of  Slunj and  Rakovica in  the
immediate  vicinity  of  the  Plitvice  Lakes,  are  short  of
breath and permeates an exciting sense of freedom. Off-
road  routes  go  trough  the  dense  forest  following  the
guide. It takes abouth 30 min for 6 KM route and about
45 min for  10 KM route,  depending on the speed and
skills  of  a  driver.  Because  of  the  animals  and  poor
visibility in later hours of the day, we do not drive before
9 am and after 6 pm. Even though quads are not toys,
they are simple to manage and you will get a short basic
training  and  test  of  skills  before  the  ride.  Children
younger than 12 are not allowed to drive by themselves,
but they can ride with adults. Groups larger than 6 people
should make a reservation in advance.

PRICE LIST

6 KM ROUTE.........per person.....................180,00 KN
Extreme conditions: Mud, rain, snow.......... 240,00 KN
10 Km ROUTE..... per person......................260,00 KN
Extreme conditions: Mud, rain, snow...........340,00 KN

Included in price: guide/instructor, obligatory 
helmet, gloves and 3 trial laps(test of skill).

Minimum 2 persons.

Included in price; transport from accommodation to destination and back.

Reservation min. one day before!



 PAINTBALL

Play paintball in a natural setting with ancient pine
woods  natural  shelter.  Spend  with  your  family  or
friends  a  wonderful  day  out  and  have  fun  along
through  various  programs  and  SCENARIO
PAINTBALL GAMES!

PRICE LIST 

1. PAINTBALL / Black Hawk Down (scenario game)......per person.... 140,00 KN
2. WOODSBALL /Valley of death (scenario game)..........per person.....190,00 KN

• 50 extra paintballs.........................40,00 KN
• 100 extra paintballs.......................70,00 KN

OTHER ACTIVITIES

1. TARGET SHOOTING / 30 BULLETS...................................................50,00 KN
2. ARCHERY................................30 min................per person...................50,00 KN
3. TETHERBALL BOWLING .....1 h.........................................................50,00 KN

Minimum 2 persons.

Included in price; transport from accommodation to destination and back.

Reservation min. one day before!



Kayak, raft or mini-raft (depending on water levels)

                  PRICE PER PERSON 35€

We use professional SOTAR rafting boats for up to 12 people.
An experienced skipper is in charge of training and safety of
the crew of each boat. The boats are equipped with a watertight
container for cameras, mobile phones etc. Every participant is
given an oar, a safety vest and protective clothing in the event
of  cold  or  windy  weather.  For  kayak/canoe  trips  we  use
inflatable Hypalon kayaks, model Sit on Top for two adults and
a child. Kayaks are very stable and easy to use. Each group has
one or two guides, depending on the size of the group.

Intinerar:

09:30 Arrive at destination

10:00 The ride to the starting point on the river

10:30 Preparation and instructions for trip

11:00 Start of trip

15:00 End of trip

Departures and availability:

01.04.-31.10. every day

Price includes: Transfers ,Guide, Equipment, Insurance

Reservation min. one day before

Additional information:

Considering weather conditions, we suggest you to
bring  additional  T-shirt  (colder  weather  could
require  long  sleeves),  bathing  suit,  beach  towel,
extra  pair  of  socks,  water  shoes,  hat,  sunscreen
lotion, sunglasses (tie them down), and a camera.
We would also recommend to bring extra shoes and
clothing.

It is necessary for all the participants to know how
to swim and to follow skiper's instructions in order
to keep themself and other participants safe. Skiper
has the obligation and right to cancel service and
keep out of the boats people who are visibly under
the influence of alcohol or narcotics. In that case,
there will be no refund. 



 

RIDING on calm horses for all ages from beginneres to excellent riders

FAIRYLAND offers their guests   walking tours with horses through pure nature for kids and adults,

trail riding and horse back riding school.

1h RIDING ~ 200kn / per person

1/2 h RIDING ~ 150kn / per person

SHORT RIDE FOR KIDS ~ 50kn / per person

Price includes; transport from accommodation to Fairyland , guide

 Visit Adrenalin Park Plitvice – ZIPLIINE

PRICE PER PERSON 170 KN (min. 2 persons)

Adrenalin Park Plitvice is located in Seliste Dreznicko, 
3 km from the main entrance to the Plitvice National 
Park, in the canyon of the river Korana. 

Zip-line length is 300 m, achieved speeds of up to 70 
kilometers per hour, a very interesting and attractive 
views of the canyon and the flight above the river 
Korana.

You have to wear an appropriate clothing and footwear 
to lower (clothing and shoes for spending time outdoors
such as shoes, sneakers, shorts).
Every day from 01.04.-31.10., except on the rainy 
weather. 

Price includes: Transport from accommodation to Adrenalin Park Plitvice and back. 



AQUATIKA –FRESHWATER AQUARIUM
KARLOVAC

 
Aquarium presents the flora and fauna of Croatian
rivers  and  lakes,  geological  history,  traditional
culture  and  history  of  the  river  basin  of  four
Karlovac  rivers  –  Korana,  Kupa,  Mrežnica  and
Dobra.  Fell the richness of every drop of Croatian
waters.  Look  throught  the  magnifier  at  the  water
world which surround us under the surface.  

The fish are at first being observed from the above, in a walk along the river, then from the side,
looking beneath the water surface. While the visitor is following the river flow, one can hear the
river flowing. Afterwards the sounds are subsiding, and the visitor plunges into the cave where one
can see endemic species which are in Croatian rivers mostly found in the underground rivers. After
the cave the river rises again in the lower reaches, one can see fish which live together with plants
in warmer parts of the river. Afterward one passes under the aquarium tunnel, and causeway over
the pond with water lilies and specimens that are allowed to be touched. At the end of the exibition
one leads to travertine barriers, system of several aquariums which are cascading over waterfalls.

WORKING HOURS OF AQUARIUM (1. 4. - 31. 10.): every day from 10 am till 8 pm

PRICE TICKET

Adults    160,00 kn
Children 3 – 18 (with parents)   85,00 kn
Children under 3 years of age   GRATIS

Price includes: Ticket and transport from accommodation to Aquatika  and back.

Min. 2 persons.

Reservation min. one day before!



NATIONAL PARK PLITVICE LAKES

The National Park Plitvička jezera (Plitvice Lakes) is the
oldest  Croatian  national  park.  It  is  known  for  its
magnificent travertine waterfalls which create clear lakes
in a constant biodynamic process of travertine creation.
As a result of that process, a series of 16 cascade-lined
larger  and  several  smaller  lakes,  which  are  the  most
picturesque part of this Park, was created.

Vast  forest  areas,  lakes  and  waterfalls  of  exceptional
beauty,  variety of  flora  and fauna,  fresh  mountain  air,
magnificent richness of color in shifting seasons, forest
trails and wooden bridges and so much more are all part
of a unique area that was added to the UNESCO World
Heritage register in 1979., among the first in the world.

Period-price per person in kuna

01.01. – 31.03.            01.04. – 30.06. 01.07.– 31.08. 
01.11. – 31.12.                  01.09. – 31.10.

         

Adults(min 2 persons)        155,00 210,00       280,00

Chidren 8 - 12 years         50,00  70,00                       95,00
(with parents)                   

Teenagers 13 – 18 (with parents)          65,00    85,00       110,00

Children below 7 years of age          FREE                FREE       FREE

Supplement for guide  2,5 -  3 h   250,00 KN

The price includes; 
• electric boat rides on Lake Kozjak
• panoramic train ride
• transport from accommodation to National Park and back.

Departure 10  am.

Reservation min. one day before!



Visit Bara  Cavesć  
Take some time off to visit Caves of Barać and experience

the  nature  of  our  ancestors,  clean  and  beautiful  in  its

simplicity,  but  slowly  and  increasingly  forgotten  by  the

modern  man.  Enter  the  underworld  and  discover  an

astounding  world  hidden  beneath  the  earth,  generously

letting  you  in.  Let  the  nature  teach  us  of  the  richness  of

simplicity and the beauty of the pristine.  Our professional

guide will take you on a lightened path among breath-taking

stalactites  and explain how the cave was created over  the

course of millennia, its geological structure, and its valuable

archeological findings during a 60-minute walk. He will take

you back in history and show you the cave's numerous stone

monuments,  the  former  habitat  of  the  cave  bear,  the  site

where a medieval bronze necklace was found... The guided

tour turns absolutely silent and dark for a moment, allowing

you to absorb this unique experience of the underground and

carry it with you forever. 

01.03. - 31.05.
01.10. - 31.12.

01.06.- 30.09.

Ticket for adults 100,00 kn 110,00 kn

Ticket forTeenager(13-18)
Ticket for children (7-12)
Children  7 god.

45,00 kn
35,00 kn
Free with 
escort

55,00 kn
45,00 kn
Free with escort

Additional information:

Minimum number of people to organize visiting - 2 adults. 

Professional guided tours available in Croatian, English and German language. 

Make sure to wear warm shoes and clothes, as there is only 9°C underground!

On your arrival, just before ente ring the Caves, every visitor gets a protective helmet to wear.

Price includes: Transport from accommodation to Barać caves and back, professional guide and ticket

Reservation min. one day before!
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